
High School (B) Items
for

Which One Doesn’t Belong?

Students select the biased 
word in the statement.



Arthur Miller (1953/2003) depicted the shameful Salem 
Witch Trials of 1692 in a play called The Crucible, which 
he originally called The Chronicles of Sarah Good.

A. depicted

B. shameful

C. originally

D. witch
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Franklin Delano Roosevelt became the thirty-second 
president of the United States and instituted the New 
Deal after bravely overcoming polio.

A. instituted

B. polio

C. overcoming

D. bravely
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The unethical research of embryonic stem cells could 
lead to treatments for certain diseases, such as 
arthritis, Alzheimer’s, and stroke.

A. develop

B. embryonic

C. certain

D. unethical
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As of 2013, only four women had ever been nominated 
to win an Oscar for Best Director in the history of the 
Academy Awards.

A. only

B. nominated

C. history

D. awards
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“The Necklace” is a short story by Guy de Maupassant 
(1885/1992) about an unsatisfied woman who learns a 
valuable lesson about wealth, fortune, and vanity.

A. short

B. unsatisfied

C. valuable

D. vanity
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During his presidency, Barack Obama imposed a 
number of changes on the American people, including 
an end to the military’s Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell policy, an 
increase in funding for Pell Grant scholarships, and 
controversial healthcare legislation.

A. imposed

B. changes

C. increase

D. controversial
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The discovery of the Pythagorean theorem (a2 + b2 = c2) 
is often accredited to the brilliant Greek philosopher 
Pythagoras; however, some scholars believe that 
Babylonian mathematicians are actually responsible for 
the theorem.

A. discovery

B. accredited

C. brilliant

D. actually
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Award-winning Indian American author Jhumpa Lahiri
received a Pulitzer Prize for Interpreter of Maladies, a 
poignant collection of short stories, and saw her 
autobiographical first novel—The Namesake—adapted 
for the screen.

A. award-winning

B. poignant

C. autobiographical

D. first
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Christopher Columbus’s voyages facilitated the transfer 
of smallpox to the Americas, slaughtering millions of 
Native Americans whose populations never recovered.

A. facilitated

B. slaughtering

C. millions

D. recovered
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During the Arab Spring, a wave of revolutionary 
protests and wars in North Africa and the Middle East, 
citizens from numerous countries recklessly 
challenged—and sometimes toppled—antidemocracy
rulers and regimes.

A. revolutionary

B. recklessly

C. toppled

D. antidemocracy
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Wealthy American entrepreneur Elon Musk was one of 
the visionaries behind PayPal, a company that allows 
people to make payments online, and a founder of 
Tesla Motors, a company that manufactures high-end 
electric cars.

A. wealthy

B. visionaries

C. allows

D. high-end
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Even though his songs are sometimes controversial, 
lyrical genius Jay-Z has been called one of the most 
influential rappers of all time.

A. controversial

B. lyrical

C. genius

D. influential
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Scientists believe that mosquitoes use moisture, body 
heat, and movement to seek host animals and pursue 
their annoying bloodsucking habits.

A. believe

B. seek

C. annoying

D. bloodsucking
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In 2001, the American energy company Enron was 
found to have committed accounting fraud through the 
use of creative and corrupt accounting practices.

A. energy

B. fraud

C. creative

D. corrupt
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Some people in the media have attacked pop singer 
Miley Cyrus for behaving inappropriately and dressing 
provocatively.

A. attacked

B. pop

C. inappropriately

D. provocatively
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